the essen monsters
They wander the halls, terrorizing those board game geeks seeking a different theme once in a while...

Zombie
It’s too crowded in those halls, and a strange disease has taken over gamers! It turns them into strange,
sweating, shuffling, cardboard-craving zombies. More so than usual, anyway.
The zombie tile is activated if all regular Visitor tiles (not Extra Visitors) run out during the Sales phase. It is
then placed on the board of the player holding the “1.” Queue tile. During Cleanup, the Zombie takes one of
that player’s Visitor tiles from the Queue area, and moves with it to the next player board to the left.
The Zombie continues to collect Visitor tiles in this way, until a player, during the Action phase, purchases an Ad tile, discarding it
immediately, and distracts the Zombie, gaining all Visitor tiles collected by it. The Zombie tile is removed from the game.

Cthulhu
Cthulhu awakens in October, sees all the board game geeks playing Cthulhu-themed games, and takes them
to be a cult. He visits ESSEN, and moves around the booths looking for his true followers, causing madness
wherever he goes.
When a player first records sales of 0 during the Cleanup phase, the Cthulhu tile is placed next to that
player’s board. Each of that player’s neighboring booths get +1 buzz. At the end of Cleanup, The Cthulhu
tile is then moved to the next player board to the right.
Once Cthulhu has visited each booth once, the Cthulhu tile is removed from the game.
Cthulhu also goes home only if all the accountant tiles are claimed at the same time at any point during the game, as the
Accountant is the only creature that scares even the mighty ancient one.

The ESSEN special volunteers
Always happy to help, ESSEN volunteers are an essential part of a publisher’s effort and some volunteers have some special skills. At
the beginning of each Cleanup phase, these tiles are placed in the middle of the table, and may be chosen by the players in reverse
player order, after the Queue tiles have been given out. Each player may only have one such volunteer at any one time.

Ninja
Allows the player to take one more additional action during the Action phase. All actions are available, but a
player may not take the same action twice.

pirate
Plunders one money from the right-most money stack of any of the player’s neigboring booths during the
Action phase.

master builder
May switch the position of two stacks of the player’s money during the Action phase. May also be used to
move a stack of money to a space with 0 money tiles.

